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Mono-tube:- 

Hydraulic shock absorber monotube in different operational 

situations: 

1) Drive slow or adjustments open 

2 ) Extension immediately after the compression 

3 ) Drive fast adjustments or closed, you can see the bubbles of 

depression, which can lead to the phenomenon of cavitation 

4 ) Extension immediately after the compression 

Note: The volume change caused by the stem is considered. 

 

Absorber with remote-reservoir connected rigidly, compared to 

most shock absorbers. It uses a diaphragm instead of a membrane, 

and does not contain a control valve for expansion of the pneumatic 

chamber. 

Description: 

1) Sheath and gas tank  

2) Stem  

3) Snap rings  

4) Plate bearing spring  

5) Spring  

6) End cap and preload adjustment  



7) Cap gas, present in versions both with or without gas valve 

(inverted profile)  

8) Mobile diaphragm  

9) Pad switch (compression)  

10) Wiper  

11) Oil seal assembly, and shock seal  

12) Negative buffer pad or limit switch (extension)  

13) Piston with sliding blades and seal 

The principal design alternative to the twin-tube form has been the 

mono-tube shock absorber which was considered a revolutionary 

advancement when it appeared in the 1950s. As its name implies, 

the mono-tube shock, which is also a gas-pressurized shock and 

also comes in a coilover format, consists of only one tube, the 

pressure tube, though it has two pistons. These pistons are called 

the working piston and the dividing or floating piston, and they move 

in relative synchrony inside the pressure tube in response to changes 

in road smoothness. The two pistons also completely separate the 

shock's fluid and gas components. The mono-tube shock absorber 

is consistently a much longer overall design than the twin-tubes, 

making it difficult to mount in passenger cars designed for twin-tube 

shocks. However, unlike the twin-tubes, the mono-tube shock can be 

mounted either way— it does not have any directionality. It also does 

not have a compression valve, whose role has been taken up by the 

dividing piston, and although it contains nitrogen gas, the gas in a 

mono-tube shock is under high pressure (260-360 p.s.i. or so) which 

can actually help it to support some of the vehicle's weight, 

something which no other shock absorber is designed to do.  

Mercedes became the first auto manufacturer to install mono-tube 

shocks as standard equipment on some of their cars starting in 1958. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pounds_per_square_inch


They were manufactured by Bilstein, patented the design and first 

appeared in 1954s. Because the design was patented, no other 

manufacturer could use it until 1971 when the patent expired. 

 

Spool valve 

Spool valve dampers are characterized by the use of hollow 

cylindrical sleeves with machined-in oil passages as opposed to 

traditional conventional flexible discs or shims. Spool valving can be 

applied with monotube, twin-tube, and/or position-sensitive 

packaging, and is compatible with electronic control. 

Primary among benefits cited in Multimatic’s 2010 patent filing is the 

elimination of performance ambiguity associated with flexible shims, 

resulting in mathematically predictable, repeatable, and robust 

pressure-flow characteristics. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bilstein_Shock_Absorbers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multimatic

